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author of this st~~~ ~~~ ared ~~~ years of Soviet mi1ita~~periodicals on tactics with recent US ArTTr~’ publications on Soviet
tactics . The purpose was to disa~ver any discrepancies between
the two. He found that in general US publications ~~rrect1y re-
p~rted Soviet tactical doctrine. H~~ever, several key areas of
Soviet doctrine were not enphasized sufficiently in US sources.
Key aitong these were the role of recx,nnaissance and the flexibil-
ity of the Soviet attack.
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Introduction

This study was undertaken to find if the current United States
Army publications on the tactics of the Soviet Arn~j  are a true
reflection of those tactics . This study examined two years of
Soviet periodical literature , 1977 and 1978 , and oziripared what
was found in that literat ure with published studies produced by
the US Ar~~’.

There were also three ancillary areas which this study sought
to address: first , during the examination of the Soviet litera-
ture , deter mine if that literature was directed at the Soviet
soldier; second , determ ine if the Soviet periodical literature
could be beneficial to the US analyst in presenting a caTprehen-
sive picture of current Soviet tactics ; and third , review the
two years of periodical literature for new developnents in Soviet
tactics which have not been currently identified .

The mathodology of the study is not void of systemic pr thlen~~,nor does it necessari ly represent the best nethod to pursue a
thorough understanding of Soviet tactics. However , these quali-
fiers aside , it does allow the observer to view Soviet tactics
without the misperceptions held by any one Western writer or any
one Soviet writer, because a broad range of Soviet authors ’ arti-
cles are reviewed .

The first problem that the study uncovered was that single
articles do not present a cczplete picture of Soviet tactics .
The articles are written about one exercise , or one tactical
situation , which is dependent upon the condi tions which the author
established. The next article , while it may be on the sane sub-
ject , will frequently present the reader with a dif ferent set of
conclusions. This occurs because the different authors write
their articles with a limited aim. They focus their attention

4 upon only those aspects of the tactical problem which support
their thene.

The second problem with the rethodology of this study is that
Soviet periodical literature deals with tactics only at battalion
level and below, creating special considerations that the reader
must be aware of when making an evaluation of the literature. Be-

• cause the literature deals with battalion level and below only ,
any conclusions about the tactics of higher level units are ten-
tative at best. The picture of battle at lower levels is relative-
ly constant. The problems of battalion and conpany cumianders
tend to revolve around inanagerrent of people, equi~irent, and those
housekeeping functions required to maintain an organization. ‘h ~The ti.neless elenents of terrain, weather, mission, personnel, and
equi~~ent certainly change, but the degree of change for individual

I ~ small unit cawenders is a slow process and the articles written
by these people for publication generally reflect an evolutionary,

(1) 
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rather than revolutionary change in tactics. Therefore, cu~firma-
• tion of radical change found in classified or unclassified sources

written by inil~~tary strategists at higher levels might not be
found for years in periodical literature.

The third problem with the itethodology is the tine span of the
study. ~~o years of the periodical literature may not be a suf-
ficient base for analysis. Soviet doctrine could be undergoing
chang e at the higher levels of military thought , but not be reflect-
ed in the articles . The process of introducing a new tactical

• doctrine might well take place over five or rn~re years, therefore
the conclusions based on only two years could lead the reader to
draw a false conclusion of the whole doctrine .

• The last consideration that the reader must be aware of is that
Soviet books on tactics force the author to study and present a
cuipr ehensive doctrine, with each part fitting in siwth ly to the
whole, while the authors of separate articles have no such require-
nent. Therefore , what is presented by a periodical on the neeting
engagenent, for exanpie, may not mash srooth ly with an article on
the attack . These apparent inconsistencies might cause the Western
reader to assune that there is no well defined and conprehensive
tactical doctrine. This must be avoided and can be if the Weste rn
stud ent is mindful of this qualification.

These qualifiers , however, do not detract from the usefu]ness
of the methodology. The great strength of this system of analysis
lies in presenting a diversified picture to the ~ jst , which
nore accurately reflects current events , problems and trends oc—
curring in the troop units of the Soviet army . And it is units at
this level which make the doctrine of Soviet tacti cs work on the
battlefield.

1’

(2)
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Meeting ~~ga~~rent

Defense Intelligence Report (DIR) Soviet Tactics; The ~~~~~~
~~gagement defines the meeting engagement as corrbat between ot,-
posing colunns of rapidly advancing troops on a cu-~verg ent axis
of advance. This condition will nost likely take place under the
following circumstances . At the outhreak of hostilities , when
the enemy is noving to his defensive positions and has been sur-
prised by the Soviet atta ck . The second circumstance sterns froni
a successful Soviet breakthrough of the enemy ’s defenses , the
enemy ’ s tactical reserves will becone involved with the Soviet
breakthrough forces as the enerr ~j counterattacks. Third , after the
Soviets have succeeded in a penetration of the enemy’s front line
defenses , and are fighting in the depths of the enen~j ’ s defenses ,
Soviet conmanders expect that meeting engagements will take place
between their forces and the enemy forces, which are being de-
ployed into blocking positions. Fourth , meeting engagenents will
take place between Soviet and enemy units which are withdrawing.
In the defense the Soviets expect a meeting engagement to take
place between Soviet counterattacking units and the enemy after
the enemy ’s main axis of advance has been identified .

Soviet Tactics ; The ~~eting E~ gageIrent, continues with an ex-
planation of the organization of the Soviet forces for the meet-
ing engagement. The rep ort states that meeting engagements are
conducted at battalion , regimental and division level.1

This report describes the formn tion of the Soviet unit in the
meeting engagenent as cxx osed of an advance guard , main body ,
reserve and a flank guard and a rear security detachment. The
advance guard is carposed of approximately one—third of the unit ’s
strength and has the mission of insuring an unobstructed advance
of the main body . It will form the base of maneuver for the main
body when it encounters enemy forces which it cannot overwhelm.
The main body , in the maneuver preoeeding the fleeting engagement,
may advance on several separate routes , and the unit may be can—

4 mitted piecemeal in the event of contact with the enemy. The e~-p sential requirerrent for this operation is speed. The reserve
element , in a curbined arms force, usually contains no tanks, but
is conposed of anti-tank means. The rear and flank security ele-
ments preform the functions which their name is~plies, and can be
of equal strength to that of the advance guard.

DIR , The Soviet M~torized Rifle Conoany, adds that the notor-
ized rifle oorrpany (MIt) in the role of the advance guard , atteitpts
to destroy enemy security elenents and continue the advance; if ,
however, the enemy force is too strong , then the ca~pany takes ~~defensive positions fran which it can gain tiire for the main body
to deploy. The A~~~~~~ as part of the main body will deploy under the
direction of the battalion curnander. Every effor t will be made
to attack the flank of the enemy. The normal procedure is for the

(3)
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conpany to deploy into a line formation, led by attached tanks,
and atte rrpt to attack the flank of the enemy. If however, the
battalion is unable to overcxxte the enemy, it will fix him in
order to allow higher echelons to menuever.

US Army publications agree that the deployment and atta ck
procedures, outl ined above, are the Soviet method of battle for
the meeting engagement . A small exception is found in DIR , Soviet
Tank ç~~~any Tactics. This publication states that the ccirrna nder
deploys into carbat format ion when encountering the enemy, and
atte nots to attack either the front or the flank of the enemy.2

As the term inplies , the Soviets view the meeting engagement
as an extre mely fluid tactical mane uver. The uncert ainty of the
situation means that the need for reconn aissance is crucial . The
battalion, whose mission is the advance guard, will dispatch re-
connaissance patrol ahead of its line of march to provide the corn-
mender with the necessary intelligence to make a decision on de-
ploynent for curbat of the advance guard.3 The decision to deploy
is treated only in general ter ms in nost of the Soviet periodical

• literature . Therefore no firm conclusion can be deduced about the
size of the opposing force which will cause a deployr~~nt. The
Soviets feel that this decision depends upon many factors besides
the size of the enemy force , such as the degree of resistence, the
threat which is presented to the advance of the main body , and the
type of weapons that the enertrj force is using. Hc~ ever , some
articles do suggest a force ratio which will cause the advance
guard to deploy. In the case where the advance guard in the neet-
ing engagement was a battalion , an enemy force in ccxtpany strength
caused it to deploy and manuever. 4 In another case, the decision
of the conpany carman der of the advance party was criticized be-
cause he ordered into battle a platoon against an enemy reoDnnais—
sance group , which would have abandoned the route of march of the
main body in any case.5 The force ratio causing deployment in the
two exanples above suggest s that deployment against the threat will
occur only if the advance of the main unit could be hindered. The
decision to deploy and maneuver again st the enemy rests with the
comander of the advance guard , and will hinge upon his estimation
that the “enemy ’s main force” , that is a force which will prevent
him from caipleting his mission, is at hand .6

Normally , Soviet forces involved in the meeting engagement will
be a corrb ined arms team consisting of infantry, tank , artillery ,
engineer , and chemical subunits. The importance of the arti llery

be stressed , as its fire s are quickly employed to cover the
maneuver of the tank and infantry subunits, and to disrupt the
enemy ’s deployment and fire upon friendly forces. This achieves
the qua lities that the Soviets strive for in the rreetthg engagement:
swifthess and initative.7 The tanks of the car bined arms unit
usually lead the formation , with the artillery closely behind, as
this gives the unit the greates~ freedom of maneuver and allows
for responsive artillery fires.
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During the maneuver phase of the meeting engagement , a Soviet
canmander generally uses approximately one-third of the unit to
form a blocking position, while the other two-thirds of the unit
makes a flank attack upon the enemy. Soviet military writers
caution against the indiscriminate use of the deep enveloptent
as a flanking maneuver, as this leaves the f lanks of the attack-
ing unit open to attacks itself. The gaps which occur because of
the deep enveloprent must be covered by a large portion of the
unit ’s con-bat strength , thus detracting from the force available
for the flanking maneuver.9

~hi le the flank attack is the preferred method for achievin g
success in the meeting engagement, namely the “break up of the
approaching (enemy) cohuin , followed with the destruction (of V

the enemy unit) piecemeal” , 10 there can arise the occasion for
the use of a frontal attack . Fr ontal attacks should be considered
if the element of surprise has been lost from the flank attack , or
tine and terrain constra ints exist that make the f lank attack
impractical .

¶I\~o courses of action can occur as a result of a successful
V 

meeting engagement. If the enemy begins to withdraw from the
• 

• battle and has no overwhelming con-bat strength due to arrive soon ,
then the Soviet unit will continue the pursuit in order to destroy
the eneIr~j ’ s artillery positions , and prevent him from consolidab.ng
on a defense line . On the other hand , if the arrival of a strong -

- er enemy force is iirrninent , then the unit ass~rt~ s a defensive posi-
• tion, acting as the blocking force for the next higher echelon ,

• which continues the novements as described in the preceeding
paragraphs .

The positions of the US writers on the subject of the meeting
engagement is substantially correct . As a composite, they give
a better view of the operation than when taken singly. However,

4 two points of the operation need to be emphasized to a greater
V degree than presently found in US publicat ions. Firs t , the irrp or-

tan ce of reconnaissance to the maneuver and deployment phase of the
engagement should receive nore detailed study. In order for the
Soviets to successfully conduct the meetin g engagen~nt , thorough
reconnaissance is essential , because the Soviets depend upon

- reconnaissance for the decision to deploy the advance guard. Un-
• necessary deployments delay the advance of the main force, but

• delayed deploynents against superior forces may lose for the Soviet
unit the surprise and speed on which the successful meeting engage-

V irent depends. The Soviet writers understand th is and consequently
4 forward reconnaissance is emphasized. Secondly, the use of artil-

lery in the meeting engagement appears of far greater importance
V in Soviet publications, than in US Army publications. The Soviet

writings continually stress the importance of the artillery ’s role
• in screening the open flanks, covering the maneuver of friendly

forces and disorienting the opposing forces.

V )
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Attack

United States Army publications vary widely on the concept of
the attack . They even use different terms to describe this nove-
Irent. TC 30-4 , The t.~ torized Rifle Regirrent, TC 30-102 , The
~btorize d Rifle Company, and DIR , Soviet Tank Battalion T~~Eics,
refer to this operation as the attack , while DIR , Soviet Tank
Cc~rpany Tactics and DIR, The Soviet ~-btorized Ri f le Company,
refer to the operation as the breakthrough.

These publications also disagree on echelons with in Soviet units.
TC 30-4 and TC 30-102 state that echelons are not used beneath regi-
mental level , but Soviet Tank Company Tactics and The Soviet MDtor-

V ized Rifle Conpany both re fer to a battalion having a second
V echelon . The Soviet r~~torized Rifle Conoany is not as definite

about the ~i~e of the second echelon , and refers to this second
echelon as the reserve element . Soviet Tank Battalion Tactics V

V makes specific ccniients about the existence of a second echelon
• at battalion :

“A battalion may attack in either one or two echelons .
The second echelon , usually one tank company, fol1~~’s
the first echelon at a distance-of three kilometers .

p If the first echelon fails to reach its objective, the V

mission is taken over as a priority task of the second
( echelon... The second echelon is frequently - but in-

• accurately - referred to in Soviet military writing as
• a ‘reserve ’ . The tr ue reserve (usually one tank platoon)

is formed by the battalion commander. “ii

Wnether this is a serma ntical problem among the authors or
V whether there is a itore specific reason for th is probl em of de— V

finition is not revealed in their discussions.

There also exists incongruity on the question of unit frontages
in the attack . ~~ 30-4 gives the battalion frontage as one and
one half to two kilometers in width. Soviet Tank Battalion Tactics
states that the battalion occut)ies a front of one to one and a half
kilometers under conventional conditions and a two kilometer front

1 ~ under nuclear conditions . - These two publicat ions agree with The
Soviet t’btorized Rifle Company , which states that a motorized rifle

• 

V 
- car~ any attacks on a 500-800 meter width , depending upon the em-

plo~pent of nuclear weapons. Only Soviet Tank Battalion Tactics
gives the depth of the attacking company as being three to four V

kilometers .

These publications all recognize two types of Soviet attacks : V

attacks against a prepared position and attacks against a hasty
defense. Attacks may be made from the march against hasty defen-
sive positions according to Soviet Tank Battalion Tactics and
Soviet Tank Car~ any Tactics , but The Soviet !btorized ~i~le Company
states that attacks fran the march may be made against prepared

- 

(6)
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positions , as well. 
V

There exists some disagreement among the authors concerning
the deployment of Soviet units in the attack . In attacking a
hasty defense , all agree that it will be made from the mar ch , and
will attempt to catch the enemy off guard by the swifthess and
aggressiveness of the operation .

The disagreements refered to above can be seen in the follow-
ing publications . TC 30-4 , TC 30—102 , and The Soviet Mz)torized
Rifle Corroany do not indicate the likely deployment distances
from the objective of Soviet units. Soviet Tank Battalion Tactics

• and Soviet Tank Conoany Tactics give specific kilometer distances
from the objective for deployment , but disagree on what those dis-

V tances are. Soviet Tank Battalion Tactics states that the Soviet
• battalion starts its advance from a point at the front of the

battalion deployment area, an area out of enemy observation , which
V has good cover and canouflage , and moves along well defined routes

until the companies reach a point four to six kilometers from the
• 

V enemy positions . At this point , the corr ~anies deploy into company
V col~m~s and continue in these formations until they reach a point

one to three kilomete rs from the eneirry , at which tine the cxxnpanies
V deploy into platoon colirr uis. The platoons form an assault line

V approximately 500 to 1000 meters before the objective . Soviet Tank
V Company Tactics gives the deployment into company cohmris as oc-

curring five kilometers from the objective , and deployment into
V - platoon cohmis two kilometers before the objective . According

V f to the latter publication , the platoons form an assault line 500
meters from the objective .

In the assault phase of the attack , all the publications agree
V - that tanks will lead the infantry , and that the infantry will at-

• 
.. . •  tempt to stay mounted. The assault phase will be preceeded by a

heavy arti llery preparation , which will be shifted to the depths
of the enemy ’ s defenses when the lead elements of the assault are

~~ I
V within 100 to 150 meters of the objective . There is a small van-

ance between the authors as to how far the tanks will be in front
of the armored infantry carr iers. The figure varies from 150 to
500 meters .

~ In overcoming obstacles ., such as mines and anti-tank ditches ,
V 

there exists a significant dif ference between Soviet Tank Company V

Tactics and The Soviet Motorized Rifle Corroany. The latter states : V

“Should the tanks be held up by obstacles or barriers ,
V they support the attacking infantry with fire . The

infantry and the attached engineers clear the barriers
and support the advance of the tanks “12

V 

In contrast , Soviet Tank Company Tactics states , “If there are no
gaps in the minefields and the mine ploughs are not available , the

V 

V (tank ) ~~ tpany advances throt gh the minefield in precxzthat formation .”13

- 
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Comparing these publicati ons with regard to the actions of the
Soviet unit afte r capturing the objecti ve is difficult because
they do not all use the saire ter ms to differentiate between attack - V

ing the objective and seizing the object : ye. However , for ease of
discussion, it is asstrre d that whethe r the publication says driving
the enemy from the defensive position or capturing the objective,
the intent is to depict accomplishment of the operation in ques-
tion . Soviet Tank Battal ion Tactics finds that the Soviet first
echelon unit consolidate s on the objective and the second echelon
exploits the success . However , Soviet Tank Ccz-npany Tactics states

• that after overrunning the enemy ’ s defensive positions, the unit
~~ ririander orders the unit to continue the attack. The Soviet
Motorized Rifle Corrmany concurs with the latter publication in
stating that the commander atte mpts to mainta in the urnentun of

• the attack after his unit captures the enemy ’s defensive positions.

US publications spend a large portion of their space on depic—
ting typical f ron tages for the Soviet units. Soviet periodical 

V

literature does not mention the size of company fron tages , but
that does not mean that there is no clue as to the size of the
Soviet unit which an kterican unit could expect to face. In the
literature for 1977 and 1978 there are several references to the
size of units which the Soviets expect to face with their companies

• and battalions. Insufficient data exists to make more than ten-
tative conclusions , but these conclus ions do tend to support cur-

• rent US expectations . In two different articles a Soviet combined
arms battalion estimated that the positions it was attacking were
defended by the equivalent of a campany to a company and a half
of US mechanized infantry .14 In another case , a Soviet conmany
supported by engineers attacked positions defended by up to thE
equivalent of an American company.15

• Soviet periodical publications do stress that an accurate
• V estimate of the enemy situation must be accomplished , and that

it is a prerequisite for success. The Soviet ccmnande r should
• attempt to construct in his own mind the deployment of the enemy

I ç on the forward edge of the battle area and , very iiipartantly,
the likely locations of the enemy ’ s reserve and artillery posi-
tions. 16 Without this information an attack will probably fail ,
and Soviet field grade officers are very critical of such fail—

V ures, as can be seen fran . the following quote:

“~~ ice the company attacked the positions of the ‘enemy ’
and each tine without success. Lieutenant K. Sviridov...
(acted) without taking into account the fire and maneuver
possibilities of his unit. He did not even try to dis—
cover the fire system of the ‘enemy ’ ... In one word the
ccztpany expended its forces in vain . . . “17

The solution for such waste in the Soviet army is the reliance
ucon timely and o *lplete reconnaissance. Very few articles are

• cx,n lete without reference to the reconnaissance element and its

$ V 
V 

(8)
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use. The composition of Soviet reconnaissance elements vary , but
consistently are a large portion of the unit’ s ~~nbat pm~e~. A
battalion will send an ent ire infantry plat oon18 and a platoon will
dispatch up to a squad on a reconnaissance mission . 19 i~ addition
to collecting information on the enemy disposition, the reconnais-
sance element in the attack is expected to concentrate its recon-
naissance on possible avenues of enemy counterattack.20 Another
article praised a company ccrrt-ander for selecting a flanking
maneuver to attack the enemy , but criticized his failure to use
the reconnaissance element correctly, which made his attack fail.V His failure lay in not keeping himself sufficiently informed as
to the enemy ’s dispositions. When he chose the flank ing attack,
he selected the wrong flank to assault . The enemy had just corn-
pleted moving up re inforcem ents to that flank . His assault failed
because he had not made prop er use of the reconnai ssance element. 21

The Soviets habitua lly make use of combined arms in their attack -
- V ing units. The motorized r ifle battalion will typicall y have a

t ank company , an artillery battalion , an engineer platoon , and a
chemical/radiolog ical squad and a mortar plat oon only. In some
instances elements of less than a platoon will be attac hed to a
platoon of another ar m of the service . An example of th is was
found in an article in which a tank platoon had less than a full V

• platoon of infantry working with it. 23 
V

The Soviets vary their formations in the attack to meet the
tactical situation. The one constant seems to be the deployment
of the battalion in one echelon, but with the provision that there
will be a reserve at battalion level. In the periodical litera-
ture, the size of the reserve frequently varies. In one case the V i

V battalion held only one platoon in reserve,24 while in another the
battalion kept an entire company in reserve.25 Making use of only

V V the periodical literature it is difficult to establish the dif-
ference between a reserve and a second echelon unit. They seem
to have similar functions, yet the Soviets clearly think of them

• as quite di f ferent. For instance, one article described the
function of the reserve as repulsing enemy counte rattacks. 26

• However , in another article this function was ascribed to both
the reserve and the second echelon units. But the second echelon V

unit had the additional comr~itirent of maintaining the terrpo of the
• advance by maneuvering around the flanks and between the gaps of

the first echelon units in order to attack the gaps in the enemy ’s
defense.

The question of the proper deoloynent of the unit and the V

• guiding principles are clearly revealed in the periodicals. The
terrain dictates the point of deployment,27 but in order to main-
tain the desired rate of advance and to catch the enemy off guard ,
the attack should, whenever possible, be made f ran the march .28

• In order to assure success, the oxibined arms team is necessary ,29
because the enemy ’ s defense possesses the types and quantities
of weacons to destroy either infantry type units or tank units,
if these formations are employed singly. 30

V 

• 
(9) V
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The heavy reliance of the Soviets on artillery continues even
today. The early and massive use of artillery fire power is a
conspi cuous aspect of the Soviet attack . Deployment for the attack
occurs under the covering fire of the artillery. 31 The fires of
the artillery are utilized to effect confusion in the enemy ’s de-
fensive positions and to provide covering fire under which Soviet
units may maneuver.

The periodicals stressed that the high tempo of the advance
must be maintained. Tank and PA’~1P units must not get bogged dci..in

V 

• in long fights with enemy strong points . These first echelon
units must move expeditiously to uncover and attack the enemy ’s
reserves and artillery positions. 32 The concept that the Soviets
will not maneuver, but will continue to pursue unprofitable direc-

V V tions of advance must be discarded. The Soviets state that if
units become bogged down along primary avenues of advance then
the attack should be shifted to an alter nate axis of advance .33

The maintenance of the terr~o of the attack is also achieved
by the infantry remaining mounted durin g the attack. The Soviets
feel that the speed of the EMP gives the infantry thiS possibil-
ity . 34 The mounted infantry indicate targets to the supporting

V tanks by firing machine gun bursts from the R’~Ps toward likely
targets.35 V

This manner of using the infantry shoul d not be considered the
V 

V only way that Soviet infantry will be deployed. A great many
articles are devoted to the correct employment of the a’~P-nounted V

infantry, however, there exist opinions that the infantry should
attack dismounted. These writers state that the terrain and the
enemy defense will determine the correct deployment of the in fantry.36
In one critique of a tactical exercise, the ~~‘tpany corm~ander was

V V V subjected to severe criticism because the company made a mounted
• attack against positions equipped with antitank guided missiles ,

V •
V 

resulting in heavy losses of both personnel and equip~ent. The
company made the same attack dismounted and the attack was suc—
cessful.37

The Soviets discuss the mechanics for conducting the dismounted
attack, but as noted below they still have not completely mastered
the full utilization of all the weapons systems available to the
dismounted infantry team. The BMP , following the tanks in the
attack, will accelerate while the tanks slow down , allowing the
BMPs to draw even with the tanks. The infant ry then dismount and
form a skirm ish line behind the tanks , while the B~.’s fall further
behind the dismounted infant ry. 38 This may create a condition in
which the infantrymen either mask the fires of the E~~s or be-
come endangered by their fires.

I • Wnile the problem of the dismounted infantry being endangered
by the fire s f ran the following B lPs may seem serious to the Wes—

• tern reader , that level of danger may well be acceptable to the 
V

V 

(10)
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Soviet corm~ander . A statement made in one periodical should alert
the Western reader to the level of danger to which the Soviet
c~ nmander is willing to expose his troops in order to maintain the
rapid tempo of the advance . While discussing crossing obstacles ,
this writer made the statement that units will have to cross con-
taininated areas without waiting for the levels of radiation to
drop to a safe reading.4°

The old Tsarist army and the Soviet army in the past relied
upon mass formations and the frontal attack. Although not a very

V sophisticated maneuver it was successful for them. Currently ther e
anpears to be some debate within the military as to whether the
frontal attack is still possible. !~bst of the articles under re-

• view indicated that the flank attack and the enveloiient were the
V maneuvers which would be successful. ~~o articles state categori-

• 
V 

cally that the frontal• attack was out of the question.41 In one
article the author took exceotion to those officers in the Soviet.
army today who feel that there is a place for the frontal attack

V in Soviet army tactics . After making a very strong case against
the frontal attack , the same writer stated that there could be a
use for the frontal attack under nuclear conditions. 42 There is
inadequate evidence of such a debate to come to a f irm conclusion
about its seriousness, but it aDparently exists.

On the whole , the Soviet objective in tactical maneuvering
seems ~o be simultaneous attacks on the flanks and rear of the
enemy. q3 These flank attacks will take advantage of the gaps found
in the enemy ’s combat formations.44 In attempting to disorient the
the enemy as to their real intention s the Soviets will use part V

of their unit to screen the front , while the main attack is direct -
ed against the flank . There appears to be no firm rule about the
size of the screening force used to deceive the enemy . In one
case a squad was used to demonstrate in front of the enemy ’s de-

• fensive positions while the main force , a company , maneuvered for
the flank blow. 4~ On the other hand , in one cxzrpany attack a V

platoon was dispatched to make the flank attack , while the re-
V mainder of the o~rpany attacked the front of the defensive position.46

Maneuvering to repulse a counterattack will not necessaril y
interfere with the continued attack of the main Soviet force on
the objective. In both repulsing the counterattack and pursuing
the defeated enemy , the emphasis is upon maintaining the tempo of
the advance . In one company attack , the Soviet company received
a counterbiow by an enemy mechanized infantry platoon , suppo rt ed
by tanks . Even though this force was a serie~ s threat to the

4 Soviet company , the carnander left only one p’atoon in place to
repulse the attack , while the company continued the advance.47
The tempo of the advance is also maintained by pursu ing the ensir~
quickly after it has been dislodged from the defensive position.’&8

There is a dif ference when comparing American and Soviet litera-
V ture dealing with the atta ck , but the magnit~~e or seriou sness of

V 
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the dif ference is connected more with emphasis than with content.
The American publications mention the principle s that the Soviets
cover , but lack the proper emphasis upon those areas that are
critical for understanding the Soviet attack .

The three areas in which there is the greatest dif ference are:
the interval between units in the attack , the importan ce of recon-
naissance, and the flexibility of maneuver.

A large portion of the American description of the Soviet
attack concerns the interval between units. This is simply

V overemphasized. It could lead an American officer to conclude
that the Soviets view the battle as a set piece battlefield. Soviet

V periodicals c~ not refer to precise distances between units in the
attack , rathe r the point is made that the terra in and enemy will
dictate how and what formation the~~~n~ender will use. This situ-
ation is reminiscent of the US Arm? service school publications of
the 1960s , under which a generation of US officers were taught.
These officers , after completing their service schools, arrived at

V their units thinking that combat formations learned in the class-
roan with such exactitude could be applied with real troops in
various field conditions. In a very short tine they found that

V regulation distances between unitsi and formations simply didn ’t• exist . The very same lesson should be applied to Soviet forma-
tions; and this point is made in Soviet periodicals. The Soviet

- formation is f lexible and the distances vary - this is the lesson
that US officers should learn . V

Another significant dif ference in the emphasis between the
American and Soviet description of~ the attack , is the use of re—

V connaissance . American publications certainly mention Soviet re-
V connaissance, but the Soviet periodicals depicting the attack

imply that the reconnaissance phase is extremely important . The
V American cormiander and soldier rrn~st be aware of the importance

that the Soviets attach to this , in order to take the correct V

V steps to confuse the reconnaissance element and thereby foil, the
attack . Reconnaissance precedes the Soviet main formation and
can be used as an indicator of Soviet intentions. Based uoon the
information that the Soviet commander receives from this element ,
his decisions are made . With ju&tcious use of deception , this
can be turned against him.

V 

Lastly , American publications are not as il1tm~inating on the V

flexibility of Soviet maneuver as ~a read ing of their periodicals
warrants . The Soviet army will strike the most vulnerable point
of the defender ’s position , which will be identified by extensive
use of reconnaissance. If the attack is failing , it can and will
be shifted to a more pro fitable axis of advance. The Soviets V
a~~id long preparation time when ~ttaddng and will , whenever V

V 
- possible , str ike the enemy uoon first contact , even to the extent ~V V

V - of cam~itting piecemeal their forces into battle.

(12)
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Defense

All US military publications used in this paper agree in their
definition of the Soviet defense . They all emphasize that it is
a transitional phase designed to repel the attack of superior
enemy f orces, thus creating favorable condi tions for a r etu rn to
the primary maneuver , the attack.

- - The composition of the Soviet defense forces was not described
in detail except in Soviet Tank Battalion Tactics. This publica-
tion states that the tank battalion will be reinforced with a
motorized rifle company, an engineer platoon , an artillery bat—

V 
- talion , a mortar company, and a chemical defense element . With

the fur ther excep t ion of Soviet Tank Company Tact ics, which
stated tha t a motorized rifle battalion would have a tank company,
the other publica tions only ment ioned the incr ease in antitank
means in the defensive forces.

~~~ 
Soviet Motorized Rifle Company states that the Soviets

make no clear distinction between the static and the mobile
V 

V defense. Whether a defense is static or mobile depend s to a
large degr ee upon the size of the unit. The larger the unit the
greater the flexibility it possesses in the defense. At bat—
talion level and below there is very lit tle flexibility. TC 30—4

V V V
~~ and TC 30—102, both of which deal mostly with subunits battalion

~
V

V and below, agree with The Soviet Motorized Rifle Company that the
most likely defense that the US commander should expect to en—
counter is the area defense. The deployment of the Soviet bat— V

V talion can be somewhat confusing if one reads The Soviet Motor— V

V 

V 
ized Rifle Company and Soviet Tank Battalion Tactics , unless the

V 
V V - . - reader remembers tha t the two publications are dealing with dif— 

V

V V ferent types of units. The Soviet Motorized Rifle Company states
V tha t the Soviet battalion deploys in two echelons , with a pla— V

toon—size reserve . There is obviously a difference in the size V

of the second echelon that the two publications present , but the
func tions of these subunits appear to be basically the same.
Soviet Tank Company Tactics states that the normal deployment of V
the company is two platoons in front and one further back. The V

Soviet Motorized Rifle Company describes the company formation as V
I

as either two up and one back , or one up and two back , de pending V

upon the terrain and the number of avenues of approach. In the
V deploymen t phase there is little difference between the two

publications and the theories of defense described are similar to
V those of most Western armies.

The leng th of the frontage of a Soviet unit occupies an impor— V

tant part of US publications ’ discussion of the defense , just as
it did in the offense . The two publications on tanks vary little V

on the length of frontages. Both state tha t the company occupies
approxima tely a one kilometer front. The publication on the

V (13)
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infantry in the defense states tha t the battalion will have a
front of 3bout two and a half kilometers, which when broken
down into the usual deployment gives each company about a kilo-
meter of frontage. TC 30—102 gives a slightly larger front for V

the company of up to 1500 meters. V

According to both publications on tank tac t ics , when tank V

~~its occupy a section of the defense , they are dug in on the re-
verse slope along with the fightin g vehicles of the attached in—

V 
V ’VV fantry. Soviet Tank Battalion Tactics states that the areas which

are not covered by direct fire weapons are covered by indirect
fire means. This publication also states that the infantry at— V

tached to the tank units will dig their positions two hundred
• meters in front of the emplaced tanks. Both of the tank publi—

cations state tha t an attempt is made to separate the attacking
infantry from the attacking tanks by use of machine gun and I -

artillery fire.

Two of the publications , Soviet Tank Company Tactics and The
Soviet Motorized Rifle Company, describe how the defense repulses
enemy reconnaissance and probes of the defense. In the case of
the tank units , a “wandering tank” is designated . This tank has
the responsibility to fire on probes and by shif ting its locat ion V

V f req uent1y~to confuse the enemy as to the unit ’s streng th and V

V placement. In the infantry units , only certain weapons are per—
V mitted to fire , thu s achieving the same objectives as the “wan—

dering tank”. V

The responsibility for repelling penetrations of the defense
lies primarily with the battalion. If , however , the pene tra t ion
can no t be repelled by the battalion with its own resources , then

- - the second echelon of the regiment will assume this duty . Dur—

LI ing all penet ra t ions, the personnel and equipment of the unit
remain in place to assist the counterattacking units by firing

V on the enemy . Units do not counterattack penetrations of adja— V
’

:1 ~ cen t positions. But if their sector of responsibility is not 
V V

V under pressure, then the unit ’s firepower will be directed to
the adjacent unit ’s sector .

Soviet Tank Company Tactics makes several statements which are I
unique , bu t of merit. The enemy forces making the main attack
are engaged by the defenders at approximately 500 meters , which
is the beg inning of the company ’s area of responsibility When
a tank company is attached to a motorized rifle battalion , one
platoon is assigned to each company as anti-tank protection.
The company commander of the tank company retains the right to

V V~ maneuver indiv idual tanks in order to fully utilize their poten—
tial, bu t does not have the authority to maneuver platoons. 

V

The Soviet Motorized Rifle Company also sheds light on par—
ticular aspects of the infantry defense . During the enemy
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ar tillery prepar at ion , all personnel take cover in bunkers except
machine gunners and observers. The infantry must make careful
use of the terrain and employ extensive minefields to cover likely
avenues of armor approach. The infantry will make use of exten-
sive trench systems , which are interconnected in strong points .

There are no important differences between the various American
descrip tions of the Soviet defense. Basically, the defense is
described as a strong poin t defensive system, with heavy reliance
upon anti—tank means and elaborately prepared emplacements. At

V ~~~ small unit level , there exists almost no flexibility , with what
V 

can be described as a stand and die philosophy .

The traditional American attitude has been that the Soviets
• do not consider the defense important . While it cannot be de-

bated that the Soviets consider the offense as the most important
V form of maneuver , it would be misleading to dismiss the defense

entirely. As a Soviet writer states : “Even now the defense is
one of the most important forms of combat actions , emp loyed with

V V the aim of disrupting or repulsing an enemy attack , dealing him
defeat , holding posi tions occupied , and thus creating conditions

1 V for moving into the offense. ”4~ Soviet defensiv e tactics , as
described by the American literature , has some of the greatest
inconsistencies, when compared with .Soviet periodicals. How-
ever , it should be noted tha t this form of maneuver has the few—

V 
est ar t icles, in Sovie t li te ra ture , of the two years examined .

As in the offense1 the Soviets tend to employ a combined arms
V team in the defense .’° In organizing the defense , “each officer

above all strives to insure its high stability in anti—tank ,
anti—artillery and air defense aspect. ”51 This is achieved by
echelonning the units. One Soviet writer admitted tha t while an
echelonned defense is not the only way to stop the enemy , it is
the best method available at this time.52

The question of what qualifies as an echelon occurs again in V

V J the defense , as it did in the offense. in three articles , the
V battalion was organized with two echelons , two companies up and

one company back , the whole of the battalion forming a large ‘U ’
V V shape.53 In ano ther ar t icle, the writer states that the battalion 

V

- was formed in one echelon with a reserve in the rear .54 it ap— V V

pears that in a schematic both formations would look the same.

In one of the above f orma t ions , the ba ttalion occupied a
unique posture. While the two forward companies were employed V

normally , with an additiona l tank platoon each , the company in
- 

the rear was employed without a tank platoon. The third tank
platoon of the tank company was employed as an ambush platoon
within the battalion def€nse system . The third tank platoon
was employed slightly behind the right front company, bu t slight—
ly ahead and to the right of the rear company, along the most

• likely avenue or armor approa ch .SS This is the only example of

(15)
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V such a formation in the reviewed literature.

The company positions are based on the strong point method ,
with the infantry occupying individual foxholes. 56 Outposts for
observat ion are located on the forward edge of the hills,57 while
the infantry vehicles are emplaced on the reverse side of the
hills.58 Minefields are laid both in front of the positions and
in the depth of the defense. 59 Reinforcements of depleted posi-
tions were mentioned in only one short article. This article

- -- 
mentioned tha t af ter a nuclear blow , def ens ive positions were

• V 

reinforced .60

A final word on Soviet organiza tion for the defense taken
from a Soviet article sums up the flexibility afforded the com-
mander in using the terrain to develop his defensive formation,
rather than requir ing him to follow some inflexible text—book
formula. When the terrain to be defended is a narrow valley ,
the companies should be dispersed to create a pocket or killing
zone . But when a def ensive posi t ion has an open flank, the
companies will be echeloned left or ri ght. Defending an open

V terrain , such as a plateau , the companies will be in a linear
V formation , while defending a mountain pass the battalio n will

V defend in depth. 61

V Soviet periodicals state that enemy probes should be engaged
- 

by specific weapons within the units to prevent disclosing the
r emainder of the positions preniaturely .62 But during the main

V 
V 

V 

attack , the enemy will be engaged at the far edge of the de-
fender ’s responsibility , with all the unit ’s weapons.63

Very lit tle information was contained in the periodical
V V 

literature about the size of the enemy force the Soviets expect 
V- - • V V V their units to engage . Two references to the expected size

V were found . One stated tha t a motorized rifle company engaged V

up to two platoons of infantry supported by five tanks . The
other reference described a tnc torized rifle infantry battalion
attacked by thirty—seven tanks and four companies of infantry.64

The Soviets plan to counterattack when the momentum of the
V enemy has been hal ted , and the enemy has begun to move up its

• reserv es. Tank and motorized infantry units form the basis of
counterat tacking forces. Most of the articles agree on these
two poin ts, but disagree on which uni ts will par ticipate in

V 
: the counterattack. One article states that companies of the

V second echelon are the ones tha t counterattack the penetrations
V to restore the defense ,65 while another article maintains:

-a- “As a rul e, a first echelon battalion will carry out
- the counterattack along with the second echelon of V

the regiment or in conjunction with neighboring sub— 
V

- 
units. Only when comparatively small enemy forces V

V 

V~~~ have penetrated into the defense , sustaining losses

• (16)
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V as a result , will the battalion counterattack indepen— V

dent ly with its second echelon or reserve. In such a
case the counterattacking group must be strengthened 

V

as much as possible from subunits which are in non-at-
tack ed sectors. ”66

Another article agrees with the latter , stat ing that companies V

which have been penetrated will participate in counterattacking
the enemy un its. bl The counterattack , therefore , can be con-
sidered the responsibility of both the front—line units and
those units controlled by higher head quarters.

The same flexibility found in othe r Soviet combat formations
V - is found in the defense. There apparently exists a set of

gu idelines for the Soviet commander to follow , but they are very
dependen t upon terrain and the enemy .

US and Soviet sources which were used disagree on several
poi~~~ US publications state that Soviet units in contact or
those which have been penetrated do not participate in the counter— 

V

attack in conjunction with higher units. However , Soviet period— V
V icals describe defending units making both coordinated and ind e—

pendent counterattacks .

• Another area of disagreement ab out counterattacks concerns 
V

- the employment of adjacent units in the counterattack. US
V 

sources maintain tha t adjacent units hold their position in the
event of a penetration of another unit , bu t a Soviet publicat ion
states:

I . 
“If subunits from non—attacked diz~~ cions of approach

V . 
are assigned to counterattack , the battalion commander

- •  • 
V 

must take a variety of measures to cover the exposed
V 

- 
area . In one case he may limit it to surveillanc e and
security forces..., and in another use rovin~ fire units

V and if possible, take minelaying measures.”6~
V In the three areas of Soviet tactical doctrine which were

V reviewed in this paper , the greatest divergence between Soviet
and US sources was found in the section dealing with defense .



Conclusion

This study has led to the conclusion tha t US Army publicat ions
are substantially correct in their reporting of Soviet Army tac-
tical. doctrine. There are several areas , however , which either
need more emphasis or are not in accord with Soviet periodical 

V

literature at least for the years 1977 and 1978.

In the description of the meeting engagement , US writings need
to state more emphatically the importance of the reconnaissance
element , and the role of the artillery. In describin g the meet-
ing engagement , US publica tions do not give a clear impressioi~
of the importance of the role of reconnaissance in the attack. 

V

While not enough space is devoted to reconnaissance , entirely
too much attention is devoted to descr ibing exact intervals be-
tween units. This fault is very difficult to understand , for
the Soviet periodical literature is virtually devoid of descrip—

V tions of the interval between units. The product of this fault V

is a misimpression of the flexibility of Soviet tactics. The
reader could well draw the conclusion tha t the Soviet commander

V wil l employ set piece formations on future battlefields , if his V
only access to understanding Soviet tactic s is US Army publica—

V tions. This impression is quite the opposite to tha t which is
• gained from reading Soviet periodical literature. The Soviet

command er is given guidelines within which he should maneuver
V his unit , but the situation will dictate the employment of a

particular formation. The emphasis in the periodical literature V

is on the commander choosing the correct formation , after a
V thorough evaluation , and then adapting tha t forma t ion to meet

the requir ements of terrain , enemy forces and fire means , and
V 

his mission in that particular situation.

V 
In the depiction of the attack and the meeting engagement , US

publications lack emphasis, but in the description of the defense
these publications differ  significantly with the Soviet publica—
tions which were reviewed . Unlike what the US publications tel]. V

the US commander , he should expec t tha t the Soviet unit which
his force has penetrated , will par ticipate in the counterattack. V -

This counterattack can be made independently or in coordination
V with second echelon units . Nor should the US commander expect

tha t adj acent units , to the one his forces have penetrated , will
remain in place. These adjacent units could well join in the
countera t tack effort .

The main objective of this paper has been addressed , but what
of the ancillary areas of the stud y ? Does the literature address
itself to the Soviet junio r officer or to a wider readership ?
The situations that are presented are instructive to the officer

V at battalion level and below , and do seem to pass to him the
thinking of the higher levels. it would be shortsighted to pre—
mime that the Soviets would publish these periodicals to pass

(18)
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false information to Western intelligence services , becau .~e of the
confusion that it could create in their own ranks. But that does
not necessarily mean tha t it is instructiv e to the US analyst in
determining the course of Soviet tactics. If the analyst has
access to documents from higher levels of the Soviet army on the
trends in tactical development , he should rely upon those. But
to ignore the litera ture addressed to the junior officer would be
dangerous , for this literature reflects the current conditions in
the lower levels of the Soviet Army . It addresses those problems

V 
which occup y the minds of the practi oners of Soviet tactics , and
no matter how fast the higher levels would like to institute change ,
it ult imately rests upon those officers , which this literatur e
addresses , to apply those changes.

V 

V

- (19)
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